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Welcome To Make My Shift
Packers And Movers Pvt. Ltd.
Bhagalpur

 Welcome to our company – Make My Shift Packers and 

Movers Bhagalpur. As a leading packers and movers Bhagalpur, 

we offer world-class and even-handed packing and moving 

services in and from Bhagalpur according to your all relocation 

needs. We are experienced in handling residential & commercial 

and domestic & international relocation appropriately. We offer 

hassle-free packing and moving services in and from Bhagalpur at 

a very reasonable price.

Full support and tracking 

100% client satisfaction

Trained & experienced staff

Customer Oriented Service

30 Years of great reputation

 Affordable Price
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BENIFITS OF WORKING WITH US

Our Services

As it is mentioned already we pack and deliver the goods very professionally . Unlike other kinds of general 
movers . We are accountable for everything we do while shifting your goods . Sometimes, when goods are 
asked to transport the goods to another cities or any outside area of the town . The general movers they do 
not claim a secured and safe dispatch of goods . And this creates a havvoc to the clients . So, regarding this 
and keeping the view very specifically we provide an insurance department that handles all the things that 
caused dammage to your product and we also take all the liability. We have a authorized team with all legal 
requirements that omits any type of fraudent and stilling of goods unlike others who don't have appropriate 
measures.

So it's our request to check the ground reality of anything before trying them and be safe from all the 
duplicates movers , those are inguldged in all type of stealing and misplacing your products . Make a wise 
decision to choose the certified ones, like us.

“Stay Connected and Closer To Your Destination With Us".

Packing and Moving

Home Shifting

Car Transportation

Domestic Relocation

Industrial Relocation

Loading and Unloading Services

Office Shifting

Local Shifting

Bikes Transportation

Corporate Relocation Services

Household Shifting

Superbike Transportation

Transportation Service

House Shifting

Transit Insurance



PACKING AND MOVING
As a leading company in this field, Make My Shift Packers and 

movers Pvt. Ltd. is offering its excellent services for any type of 

movement work. We can effectively handle any type of movement work 

with the help of our world-class services and staff. Whether you want these 

services for a domestic or international move, we can serve you with all types 

of services. With our huge industry networks and top-notch movement 

strategies, we help you to effectively handle all your movement works 

without any hassle. We help you to become free from all types of works 

related to your movement works. Once you appoint us for your work, we will 

make sure to do everything in a well-planned manner.

Depending on your requirements, we can offer you the most advanced 

services by which you can get your desired results. We will also make sure to 

move your assets to the new places without causing any damage to them. 

Using our high-end transportation strategies and other additional services 

like loading, packing, unloading, etc, we always try to make your works as 

simple as possible. So, if you are searching for the best packers and movers in 

India, we are best to choose.
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HOME SHIFTING
We somehow know , it is so difficult for anyone to relocate themselves from 

one house to another. Along with all the furnitures and all their cars and stuffs. 

When, we choose to relocate ourselves we are in hustle to choose any movers 

those who don't have their licences and this way, their most of the things get 

abandoned and stealed in the way to their new home .

To solve this arrising issue, we started a certified and totally refundable 

service of Home Shifting , in this we will help you to get even one small things 

to all the vechiles you have with full proof guarantee. We ensure you all the 

safety to your materials and to your members too in this Pandemic . We have a 

very good range of discount offers and a great people in the negotiation team 

to work with.
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CAR TRANSPORTATION
Car Transportation, includes the transportation of your vechiles ranging from 

Small to big. We have mechanism working for all. The suppliers in our team are 

very skilled to their specific works and it includes the department of this 

specific purposes. We have certified drivers that omits the accidents and 

injury to your goods.We ensure you that we will give insurance and it's the part 

of our deal unlike. 
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DOMESTIC RELOCATION 
Everyone out there who try to figure out the company they pick for 

the expensive shipment of their goods they choose the one which is 

legally approved and not inguldged in any type of mishaps . For this, we have 

our all the papers approved from the department that can assure you the full 

time safety of your morals and goods too.

To make all these possible we have the highly innovative and all newly 

manufactured various trucks, car carriers , good quality vans and much more . 

These all are all newly flourished that helps the smooth delivery of goods.

We have the various stafs that can load, unload , style the area accordingly the 

format you provided. Each employes we picked are highly effecient and well 

acknowledged about the work they are doing.

These are the basics and the essentials that we provide to our Costumers. We 

haven't exaggerated any of the services above mentioned. They are all crystal 

clear and you will get to know about this . While working with us. Our company 

have never tried to manipulate the minds and will never do so.
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INDUSTRIAL RELOCATION
We have various of categories and area in this type . We avail loading and 

unloading of small things like househols small furnitures to the great scale 

materials required for rebuilding the company or industry. We have all skilled 

drivers , employers and the transportation at a very good range.

If we talk about Machinery Shifting , it inccludes our best services of heavy 

transports that make it happen in large scale. It includes the larrge trucks with 

the skilled driver and skilled workers to ensure 100percent safety to your 

machines. We already supplied many huge machines before and it is beneficial 

for the costumers . We avail you the shipments that regulates and work in all 

the aspects that works accordingly to your machines. Our work depends on 

how your machines exactly is.
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LOADING AND
UNLOADING SERVICES
A crucial part of every relocation process is loading and unloading, In Make My 

Shift Packers And Movers Pvt. Ltd. loading and unloading is executed by highly 

skilled teams. The goods are loaded and unloaded with the use of pulleys, lifters, 

hydraulic elevators, containers, loading spouts etc., as required. Our loading & unloading 

activities include:

Arranging of packed boxes or carton near the vehicle Loading by expert workers Safe & 

careful placement of boxes as per the nature of goods Covering the boxes and goods with 

waterproof sheets.

Safe unloading of goods by expert workers On your call, we are happy to send one of our 

experienced consultants to discuss your personal requirements and special moving needs. 

We provide our clients a proposal in writing to assure our excellence in service. We can 

customize our moving services to meet your requirements and budget. Contact us for your 

requirements regarding Packers and Movers Services.
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OFFICE SHIFTING
Our office packing and moving process operated with extreme care. All of your 

documents are packed with extreme care. All computers and other office goods are 

moved in a specially designed container. We have network in all over India.

As the name suggests, Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. we pack your 

goods, load it on to a truck and get it transported to wherever you want, further we 

unload and even unpack and arrange everything at your new place.

On your call, we are happy to send one of our experienced consultants to discuss your 

personal requirements and special moving needs. We provide our clients a proposal in 

writing to assure our excellence in service. We can customize our moving services to 

meet your requirements and budget. Contact us for your requirements regarding 

Packers and Movers Services.
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LOCAL SHIFTING
Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. provide local shifting services for 

home shifting, office shifting, apartment shifting anywhere in your city at 

affordable price. Our Local Shifting Services Include:

Disassembling Goods Like Furniture, Light Fittings, Dish Antenna, Equipment's etc. 

Packing Goods Using Best Quality Packing Materials Like Bubble Wraps, Foam, Carton 

Boxes. Labeling of Boxes After Packing and Preparing a Packing List. Loading, 

Transporting, Unloading and Unpacking. Arrange Everything at Your New Place.

On your call, we are happy to send one of our experienced consultants to discuss your 

personal requirements and special moving needs. We provide our clients a proposal in 

writing to assure our excellence in service. We can customize our moving services to 

meet your requirements and budget. Contact us for your requirements regarding 

Packers and Movers Services.
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BIKES TRANSPORTATION
Bikes Transportation, includes the transportation of your bikes ranging 

from Small to big. We have mechanism working for all. The suppliers in our 

team are very skilled to their specific works and it includes the department 

of this specific purposes. We have certified drivers that omits the accidents 

and injury to your goods.We ensure you that we will give insurance and it's 

the part of our deal unlike.
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CORPORATE
RELOCATION SERVICES

Wether it's a simple moving out from one house to another or you give 
the complete change to your Corporate . We provide you the idea and 
how to manage and locate the goods in the specific area . We have a certain 
group of people who is thoroughly experienced in this and they put out the best 
ideas to relocate things.

The relocation of Corporate, is the most hard-working and the vigarous things . As it 
requires a lot of commercial fulfillments in order to require the needs of employee's.

So, we do is to ensure you the safest delivery of your hardwares and all the products of yours. It 
constitutes the delivery of various materials , reorganizing the cabins , the interiors , Corporate 
furnitures, it computers.

The communication processes. We ensure you to get supplied by all the essentials your workplace 
requires.We have a special faculty to deal with the things like these , that can provide you to shape your 
company and make it more precise. We offer certain types of options and the offers to your budget. We have 
different cattogries into it. Like for different types of Corporates.

Corporate relocation can give your company a attractive look and will create an image outside . There are many benifits of 
relocating Corporate and obviously that too with us.

Here are the benifits of working with us in the very cheapest way -:

1 . We have unlimited plans for redecorating your Corporate

As we know, resettling to a certain area is itself a great deal. And in the time of all these chaos and rush we guarantee you 
the best materials and creative ideas for your employees and aspirants . We have a different employee working on each 
setups to create your Corporate not less than your home. We have a ideal presentation of the Corporate fonts and the 
customized area.

2. We will enhance your brand

Restyling your Corporate interiors or even the exterior part effects the brand in a very effective way. It's always necessary 
to keep your Corporate updated with the asthetic themes and to attract the Costumers deminiour. We have the capable 
staffs to concise your Corporate interiors , backgrounds and the motives on a greater margins.

3. Transitioning your workplace

We give your company a new look and the employers to surround in a vivid background . We have authentic ideas to 
organise your furniture in a disciplined yet attractive manner . We have extraordinary themes with leisure time themes 
that will keep your employers motivated to work and customers to visit you frequently.

These are just the ideas we are presenting to you. You will have the extra ordinary experience while working with us . We 
have a very simple theme yet attractive and effective, so if you are thinking to relocate your Corporate with us . We are 
here,to help you in the cheapest price . For more information, just dial our number or visit out page and keep you updated.
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HOUSEHOLD SHIFTING 
Our Home packers and movers services include the relocation of valuable and 

delicate items such as television, air conditioning systems, refrigerators, 

furniture, dining table, car / bike and many more from your home to your new 

destination.

As the name suggests, Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. we pack 

your goods, load it on to a truck and get it transported to wherever you want, 

further we unload and even unpack and arrange everything at your new place.

On your call, we are happy to send one of our experienced consultants to 

discuss your personal requirements and special moving needs. We provide our 

clients a proposal in writing to assure our excellence in service. We can 

customize our moving services to meet your requirements and budget. 

Contact us for your requirements regarding Packers and Movers Services.
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SUPERBIKE TRANSPORTATION
Superbike Transportation, includes the transportation of your Superbike 

ranging from Small to big. We have mechanism working for all. The suppliers in 

our team are very skilled to their specific works and it includes the department 

of this specific purposes. We have certified drivers that omits the accidents 

and injury to your goods.We ensure you that we will give insurance and it's the 

part of our deal unlike.
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TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. is top rated transportation firms 

that will help you make your movement easy and simple. We are committed to 

provide you best transportation services in India. We understand you are 

going to shift from one place to another that does not mean to be stressful 

and tiresome. Our services will help you in the whole episode and provide you 

a peace of mind.

We possess a well-connected network of associates all over India in order to 

conduct the services smoothly. Our services are appreciated by the clients and 

this has earned us repeated orders. Kindly advice us of your requirements and 

interest to enable us provide with firm quotes, offers etc. We hope that with 

mutual co-operation there will be long term business association between us 

in mutual benefits.
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HOUSE SHIFTING
Even for this , we have a special branch that simplifies the cost and the 

problems regarding relocating and moving to miles apart. We have a team that 

discuss the short routes, excessive care and all the preventive measures we 

can take for safe placement.

With our world-class services, we have satisfied lots of clients. We have 

worked for numerous clients to easily move their items to various countries. 

Along with all these benefits, we help you to get these services at highly 

affordable prices. We will surely help you to easily move anything to any part 

of the work with excellence. Get in touch with us to know more.
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TRANSIT INSURANCE 
We are among them, who believes in the honesty of work we serve. If we 

ever create any damages to any of the goods. We are completely liable for this 

and also we give us best insurance offers. This helps us to create a healthy 

relationship with the costumers.

As one of the most popular packers and movers company in India, we offer you the most 

affordable and beneficial transport insurance facilities. To make your moves free from any 

losses, we help you with the most effective transport insurance. Although we take proper 

care of your assets during their moves but to make your moves much more efficient for you, 

we also have the best insurance facilities for you. These services make you free from all types 

of expenses which may occur due to the losses in the transportations.

We provide you with affordable insurance plans along with the most beneficial cover 

amounts. With these services, you can stay free from all the worries related to your moves. 

Different insurance services are there for a different types of moves. But, we promise to give 

you the plans at the most competitive prices always. These services will help you to easily 

manage all your transport works effectively. You will be able to keep yourself away from all 

the unwanted expenses while moving your items. We will provide you with the most 

effective insurance plans depending on your moves. To know more about these services, feel 

free to get in touch with us.
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OUR MISSION
  As we already mentioned , safety is something we consider the most thing in our business. We ensure 

you , the timely and pricesely the most fairness delivery of your materials.

  We have integrity and honesty, While doing any business these are one of the important key factors 
that determines our success. So, regarding this we have the most honest and flexible team in our 
startup.

  Our mission is to be the best of all. Where we can introspect your selected materials and work on it very 
wisely . We are one the road to have a very bright future of your company by work hard following all the 
ethics.

OUR PURPOSE
  As  We follow are morals and ethics and these are our first priority list. Unlike others we don't get 

involves in any fraudent and displacing of goods knowingly.

  We created a space for the creativity and the hardworking mind and body. So we primarily look upon 

the best services , we can provide.

  We don't look for only big clients but to work with small clients too.

  We support the local India and their hardworks . We are creating a team under Aatmnirbhar Bharat 

and to make it more authentic for the costumes. All our services are highly connected to the motives of 

Costumers. We are not charging a huge amount of money unnecessarily.

  We have integrity and honesty, While doing any business these are one of the important key 

factors that determines our success . So, regarding this we have the most honest and flexible 

team in our startup.

  So , this time be vocal for local and create a way to your work, working with us.we 

already mentioned , safety is something we consider the most thing in our business. 

We ensure you , the timely and pricesely the most fairness delivery of your 

materials.

  We have integrity and honesty, While doing any business these are one 

of the important key factors that determines our success. So, 

regarding this we have the most honest and flexible team in our 

startup.

  Our mission is to be the best of all. Where we can 

introspect your selected materials and work on it very 

wisely . We are one the road to have a very bright 

future of your company by work hard following  

all the ethics.
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Find a removals company

Compare quotes from three credible removals companies to find the 
best deal.

Confirm the moving date

Verify the moving date with all parties involved and notify your landlord 
of this date if you are currently renting.

Check insurance policy

Make sure insurance is organised for moving day so your belongings are 
covered during transit.

Find a storage company

Plan ahead to find a safe facility where you can store your items. Whittle 
offer secure storage for however long you need.

Notify companies of your address change

Inform utility companies, your bank, the Electoral Office, the DVLA and 
the Post Office of your address change so mail can be redirected.

Declutter your home

Organise your belongings into separate piles - to keep, charity shop, 
throw away or sell.
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MOVING HOUSE CHECKLIST
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Start packing

Pack non-essential items into secure boxes first and clearly label every 
box with it's contents to avoid confusion when unloading at your new 
home.

Arrange final meter readings and request final bills

Organise the final meter readings for water, gas and electricity, and 
request final bills from your telephone and broadband companies.

Pack a 'survival kit’

Pack a bag of essential items which includes everything you will need on 
moving day.

Organise child and pet care

Make arrangements for a family member or close friend to take care of 
your children or pets on moving day.

Keep important documents together

Make sure essential documents, such as passports and birth certificates, 
are kept together in a folder.

Last minute checks

Do a final inspection of the property, take final meter readings and turn 
off all appliances.



FAQS
Frequently asked questions

How can we trust that Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. is Professional ?

Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. is operating for last 17 years and till today we have 
100% of the customer satisfaction. Our customer trust us and our quality service speaks for us.

How much time should I allow before contacting the moving company ?

24 Hours.

 What are my responsibilities during the moving process ?

Provide documents like transfer letter or joining letter and copy of RC book for your vehicle moving.

 Can I move my house plants ?

We at Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. do not accept responsibility for safely moving 
your plants, because they may suffer from a lack of water and light as well as probable temperature 
changes while in the van.

What is it that cannot be loaded on to the vehicle ?

Some possessions like pets, Liquids/Oils, inflammable items, pots will not be allowed to be loaded 
on to the vehicle.

Why do I need insurance if everything is packed professionally ?

Items can get damaged due to unforeseen circumstances like accidents or any natural disaster in 
the moving process.

What kind of arrangements Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd., have for shifting 
goods to international Locations ?

Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. have maintained separate staff to handle international 
bookings and transfers. We subscribe to international standards of packing, shifting, forwarding 
and delivery processes as per local conditions and environments of the deporting country and city. 
We have adequate arrangements with our foreign associates and agents in each country.

 I need to have status report of my shipment, on daily basis can it be provided ?

Make My Shift Packers and Movers Pvt. Ltd. have 24*7 hours customer care department at our Head 
Office, which caters the need of our valuable customers and keeps track of all moving 
consignments through the day. The client can seek information about his consignment at any time, 
on any day, through contact to our helpline numbers i.e. 1800 419 4946, +91-7209532593
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100% CUSTOMERS SATISFACTION
Are you looking for Packers & Movers in your city?

We go for giving 100 % satisfaction to our
clients and building solid associations

with them. For this reason we don't
trade off in quality and we make sur

 that every one of our clients get
top quality administrations.

It is ou  quality that talks
about our prosperity.

We provide a smooth delivery of various things related to your 
furniture or either your workhouse materials to the specific place 
mentioned. It is a home based company now but will land up into 

various more cities according to the tracking provided.
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AN ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED COMPANY

www.makemyshift.inwww.makemyshift.in

HEAD OFFICE

R Bakhla Building, Swami Vivekanand Path

Adampur Chowk, Bhagalpur, Bihar 812001

CALL US

+91 8298181018, +91 9939387438, +91-7209532593

EMAIL

info@makemyshift.in
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